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What is Methane
• Simplest saturated hydrocarbons with a chemical

formula CH4

• Odourless or has a sweet oil type smell and has no colour

• A flammable non-toxic gas  but….
…. can become deadly when mixed with other gases. CH4 displaces oxygen to induce asphyxiation.

• If CH4 spills into the air before being used/captured
 absorbs heat from the sun, warming up the atmosphere hence it is a greenhouse gas, 
like carbon dioxide
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Global Warming Potential 
GWPs  = absorption strength of a molecule and its atmospheric lifetime. 
If methane has a GWP of 23 to 36 & carbon has a GWP of 1 (the standard),
this means that methane is c23/36 times more powerful  than CO2 as a GHG.

GHG = Greenhouse gases.

Atmospheric CH4 levels 
rising fast

• Evidenced by combined 
measurements from Antarctica 
ice core data (800,000 years up 
to the most recent 
measurements averaged from a 
global network of air sampling 
sites.

Why is Methane (CH4) important?
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International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) 
Working Groups (WGs)

Three IPCC WGs prepareௗreports on Climate Change:

• WG 1ௗ focuses on the physical science - past, present, and future climate change. 

First report  August 2021 - Code Red for humanity. Methane (CH4) in the spotlight

• WG 2ௗassesses climate impacts.  Second report February 2022 - Adaptation and vulnerability.

• WG 3 focuses mitigation and greenhouse gases removal from the atmosphere. Third report in April and will consider ways of 
cutting emissions. 

SYNTHESIS - Fourth report  in October, before the November Cop27 UN climate conference in Egypt, will draw together the conclusions for greater action.

Methane(CH4) in the spotlight 
WG1 report - Earth already warmed 1.07 0 C  due to Carbon dioxide and methane
• Carbon contributing 0.750 C and methane 0.50 C. 

o Other greenhouse gases are less important

• Sulphur dioxide emissions have 
contributed to a cooling of 0.50 C

Lowering methane emissions is critical to avoid a rapid warming
as society reduces carbon dioxide emissions
• reduction in carbon dioxide is accompanied by a decrease in sulphur dioxide emissions.

Cutting methane emissions by 40 to 45% by 2030 would immediately slow the rate of global heating, and shave
0.30 C off the increase in global temperature by 2040. WG1 UNEP report May 2021.

Bottom Line - Failure to curb methane emissions undermines climate emission reduction goals!
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Why is Methane (CH4) important?
• From multiple sources - human and natural.

• Second ‘biggest’ greenhouse gas (GHG) after carbon

• 23 to 36 more powerful affect on the earth’s temperature/climate system than carbon.

• Accounts for c30% global warming since pre-industrial times & is proliferating faster now than 
ever before.

• Primary contributor to formation of ground-level ozone (O3), a hazardous air pollutant. 
Exposure O3 causes 1 million premature deaths every year and impacts on nature.

Existence of readily available, low-cost targeted measures combined with methane’s short-lived 
atmospheric lifetime means significant climate/clean air benefits can be achieved by 2030.

Sources of methane 
Human-induced sources of CH4 (60%)

1. Agriculture* 37%
o livestock and manure handling

2. Natural gas/oil production/coal mining  32%

3. Waste management  -landfills etc. 11%

4. Other

* Projected to grow by 30% by 2050
Source: Global Methane Initiative
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Methane
is 
everywhere

ESSD - The Global Methane Budget 2000–2017 (copernicus.org)
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Methane | Climate & Clean Air Coalition (ccacoalition.org)
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Methane and Tropospheric ozone 
• A short-lived climate pollutant 

 atmospheric lifetime of hours to weeks. 
 no direct emissions sources - a secondary gas formed by the interaction of sunlight 

with hydrocarbons – including methane – and nitrogen oxides, which are emitted by 
vehicles, fossil fuel power plants, and other man-made sources.

• affects the climate beyond increased heating
impacts on evaporation rates, cloud formation, 
precipitation levels, and atmospheric circulation. 

• Impacts mainly occur within regions where
tropospheric ozone precursors are emitted, and so 
disproportionally affect the Northern Hemisphere.
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COP 26 – Glasgow Nov 2021

• The US and the EU announced a global partnership to cut emissions 
of the greenhouse gas methane by 2030.

• The Global Methane Pledge aims to limit methane emissions by 30% 
compared with 2020 levels (inc. UK).

• The pledge covers countries which emit nearly half of all methane, 
and make up 70% of global GDP.

• Anyone seen the UK Methane reduction Plan? (for discussion)

Conclusion 

• CH4 has a key role in the climate and ecological 
emergency. 

• It is more effective at trapping heat in Earth’s atmosphere than CO2. BUT
breakdown is much faster. 
o Raises hopes that quick action can curb emissions to keep global 

warming below 1.5 C with dramatic cuts by 2030. 

• Reducing human-caused CH4 = one of the most cost-effective strategies to
rapidly reduce rate of warming and with big health benefits.

 No integrated UK Action plan = neglected factor!
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End of Danny’s Introduction

I will now over to Emily Mott (Weald Action Group) 
for

‘Methane emissions at various fracking sites’

Concluding remarks 
after other speakers
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STAY POSITIVE
Takes only about a decade for methane to break down. Reducing methane 
emissions now critical for helping keep the world on a path to 1.5°C.

What is the United Nations doing to help limit methane emissions?
• A lot. UN Secretary-General António Guterres convened the UN Food Systems Summit in 

September 2021 - to help make farming and food production more environmentally friendly.

How much methane can we really cut?
• Human-caused methane emissions could be reduced by as much as 45% within the decade.(cf

COP26 30%).   Avoids c0.3°C of global heat by 2045, helping to limit temperature rises to c1.5˚C. 
Puts planet on track to achieve the Paris Agreement targets. Global Methane Assessment (full report) | Climate & Clean Air 
Coalition (ccacoalition.org)

• Every year, reduction in ground-level ozone would also prevent 260,000 premature deaths, 
775,000 asthma-related hospital visits, 73 billion hours of lost labour from extreme heat and 25 
million tonnes of crop losses.

Methane emissions are driving climate change. Here’s how to reduce them. (unep.org)

MORE POSITIVE NEWS

Can CH4 be extracted from the atmosphere?
• bacteria can be used to extract methane from the air.
• Methane’s intense effectiveness as a greenhouse gas, suggests  

elimination may be financially competitive with carbon capture, 
even if the technologies themselves are more expensive.

• Opportunity for ‘Spend to Save’.
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International Energy Authurity (IEA) 
Methane Tracker 2021

• The energy sector – including oil, natural gas, coal and bioenergy – is 
one of the largest sources of methane emissions, but efforts to 
reduce them have often been held back by a lack of reliable data.

• IEA launched its Methane
Tracker in 2019 to reconcile 
the various and often 
conflicting sources of data 
into a coherent set of 
estimates.
Methane Tracker 2021 – Analysis - IEA
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METHANE ACTION PLAN
What can be done to achieve methane net zero? Perhaps an action plan? 

1. Establish at a local level an assessment of CH4 leakage from 
onshore oil/gas sites plus gas mains and landfills (Gas distribution companies & 
Environment Agency).  

 And push for gas mains to be partially decarbonised (20% of natural gas 
with hydrogen) in advance of any plans for national/regional transition 
of heating to heat pumps and alternatives. 

2. Establish similar baseline report for livestock and manure handling for 
South-East agriculture areas from requisite agencies/local authorities.  

For 1).  & 2).  seek clarity of action to reduce methane emissions to a net zero 

 If requests for action from above are rejected, then seek MP support for 
National and regional Action! Appeal for WHO Global Air Quality 
Guidelines.

2021_Global-Methane-Assessment_summary.pdf

Thank-you

Danny Lee

Trustee at 

Winchester Action on Climate Change (WinACC)
and 

Petersfield Climate Action Network (PeCAN) 

SECA Knowledge Sharing
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If needed as  space filler (This slide hidden.

Sources of Methane (Global dynamic view)
SVS: Sources of Methane (nasa.gov)

(1766) Sources of Methane - YouTube

Killer Facts

Over 10-20 years, the influence of CH4 is at least as 
large as CO2!

GWP – 82.5 over 20 years
30 over 100 years

(Reference Carbon=1 – lifetime 50-200 yrs) 
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